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Bilingualism and networkexternalities
JEFFREY CHURC H University of Calgary
IAN KING University of Victoria

Abstract. We develop a model in which the benefit of language acquisitionis increasing in
the numberof individualswho speak the language. This gives rise to a networkexternality,
and if language acquisitionis costly, the language acquisitiondecisions by individuals may
be inefficient. If the available policy instrumentsaffect all members of a language group
homogeneously, then policies that effectively subsidize language acquisition are warranted
only for the majoritylanguage.
Bilinguisme et effets externes de reseau. Les auteurs developpent un modele dans lequel
'
l'avantage attache l'acquisition d'une langue s'accroft 'a proportionqu'un nombre plus
grand de personnes parlentcette langue. Voila qui donne lieu a'un effet exteme de reseau.
Si l'acquisition de la langue est coutteuse,il se peut que la decision par les individus
soit inefficace. Si les instrumentsde politique publique affectent tous les membres d'un
groupe linguistique de faqon homogene, alors les politiques qui subventionnenteffectivement l'acquisition d'une langue sont legitimes economiquementseulement pour la langue
majoritaire.
I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper analyses the equilibrium in an economy where agents can choose to
learn second languages.1 We construct a game-theoretic model where agents have
An earlier version of this paper was presentedat the CanadianEconomics Association Annual
Meetings, Queen's University,June 1991. We would like to thank (without implicating) Chuck
Blackorby,FrancoisGrin, Peter Kennedy,Bill Kerr, Serge Nadeau, Dan Usher, Francois Vaillancourt, the participantsat workshops at the University of Calgary and the University of Victoria,
two anonymousreferees, and especially Linda Welling, for discussions and comments.
1 Selten and Pool (1991) independentlyand contemporaneouslydeveloped a similar game-theoretic
model of second-languageacquisition.Their model is more general than ours, since they consider
an environmentwhere there are more than two linguistic communities, agents can learn more than
two languages, and learningcosts differ across individuals and languages. Their emphasis is only
on proving the existence of an equilibrium.The generalityof their model precludes consideration
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access to two languages that are perfect substitutesbut are incompatible in the
sense that any two agents can communicatewith each other only if they share a
common language. Each individualis initially endowed with one language and can
acquire the other only at some cost. Individualutility is an increasingfunction of
the numberof people with whom one can communicate.In such a setting there is
a networkexternality.The decision by an individualto acquirea second language
increases the numberof people (by one) with whom every memberof the acquired
language group can communicate,thus increasing their utility. In essence we interpretlanguages as simply communicationtechnologies and adaptthe framework
of technology adoptionin the presence of networkexternalitiesdeveloped by Katz
and Shapiro (1986) for computersto the problem of second-languageacquisition.
Our setting differs from Katz and Shapiro's in that we focus on the problemsthat
arise when individuals may acquireboth technologies (languages).
Broadly speaking,the model providessome theoreticalsupportfor Carr's(1976)
argumentthat majority languages can be thought of as natural monopolies. We
providea formalmodel of why they are naturalmonopolies (because of the network
externality), determine the market allocation, and compare it with the socially
optimal allocation. The efficiency of the Nash equilibriumdepends on the cost
of learning. For some ranges of this cost, the efficient and equilibriumoutcomes
coincide. However, there exists a range in which one-sided learningis efficient but
no one learns in equilibrium.Also, if learning costs are small, then there are two
Nash equilibriawith one-sided learning, only one of which is efficient.
Section ii of the paper presents the basic model. Section iii characterizesthe
equilibriumallocation. Section iv characterizesthe 'efficient' allocations. Finally,
section v presents a conclusion and suggestions for possible extensions.
II.

THE MODEL

There are two languages, E and F. Each person must know at least one to be
able to communicatewith others. There are N people in the economy. Individuals
are identical except for their language endowments. Let eo denote the number
of people whose native language (endowment) is E and fo denote the number
whose native language is F. Initially, all agents are unilingual, so eo +fo = N. For
convenience, let the agents who are initially endowed with languageE be called 'E
speakers,' and let those who are initially endowed with F be called 'F speakers.'
We model the decision by agentsto acquirea second languageas a non-cooperative
normal-formgame. All individuals have two strategies.They can learn their nonnative language by incurringa cost of c or they can remain unilingual.Let el and
fi denote the total number of individuals who can speak E and F, respectively,
after all individuals have made their investment decisions in learning a second
of the issues we address here. Grenier(1985a, 1985b) considers the incentives for and the effects
of second-languageacquisition. Seminal papers that viewed second-languageacquisitionas an
investmentin humancapital are Breton (1978) and Vaillancourt(1980). For a survey of the
economics of languages in general, see Vaillancourt(1985b).
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language. The two languages are perfect substitutesin the sense that both have the
same benefit function. An individual agent obtains utility v(el) if she knows only
E, v(fi) if only F is known, and v(N) if both. We assume that v' > 0: the utility of
each individual is increasing in the numberof other individuals with whom they
can communicate.It is this assumptionthat creates the existence of the network
externalitythat underlies all the results derived in this paper.
III.

THE EQUILIBRIUM

The best-response functions in this simple model are the following decision
rules:2
An E speaker learns F iff v(N)

-

v(eo +f) > c

An F speakerlearns E iff v(N) - v(fo + e) > c,

(3.1)

(3.2)

wheref and e denote the numberof F speakerswho choose to learn E, and the
numberof E speakerswho choose to learn F, respectively,in the equilibrium.Notice that individualswithin either language group are indifferentabout the learning
choices of others within their own language group, since they are already able to
communicatewith them. However, the learning decisions made by individuals in
the other language group affect the payoff associatedwith learning.The greaterthe
numberof the other language group who learn the native tongue of an individual,
the smaller is the benefit of second-languageacquisitionfor that individual.
We assume that eO >fo. This implies: v(eo) > v(fo). In the following proposition
we characterizethe Nash equilibriato this game.
1
PROPOSITION

i) If v(N) - v(eo) < v(N) - v(fo) < c, then (f = 0, e = 0) is the unique
pure-strategyNash equilibrium.
ii) If v(N) - v(eo) < c < v(N) - v(fo), then (f = fo, e = 0) is the unique
pure-strategyNash equilibrium.
iii) If c < v(N) - v(eo), then there exist twopure-strategyNash equilibria:(f = fo,
e = 0) and (f = 0, e = eo).

Proof. See appendix.
Proposition 1 tells us that the amountof learningin equilibriumdepends (quite
naturally)on the cost of learning. If the cost is very high, then no one will learn
anotherlanguage.If the cost is in an intermediaterangewhere it pays for F speakers
to learnE but not for E speakersto learnF (this is possible because we assume that
eo > fo), then the unique pure-strategyNash equilibriuminvolves all F speakers
2 We assume, for simplicity, that no agent learns unless there is a strictly positive net benefit from
doing so.
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learning E and no E speakers learning F. If the cost is very low, then there are
two equilibria:in one, all F speakerslearn E, and no E speakers learn F; in the
other, all E speakerslearn F, and no F speakerslearn E.
IV.

EFFICIENCY

1. Constrainedefficiency
Consider first a policy maker who wishes to maximize total surplus, given eo,
fo, and c. The policy maker is restrictedin the following way: if any agents of
a particulartype (i.e., E speakers or F speakers) learn a new language, then all
agents of that type will learn. This assumes, in effect, that the policy maker can
influence only c.3
Let WNL, WEF, WFE, and WB denote total surplus if nobody learns, only E
speakers learn F, only F speakers learn E, and everybody learns, respectively.
Hence,
WNL =

eov(eo)+fov(fo)

(4.1)

WEF =

Nv(N) - eoc

(4.2)

WFE

NV(N) -foc

(4.3)

WB =

Nv(N)-Nc.

(4.4)

PROPOSITION2

i)
ii)

WB < WEF < WFE
< WFE iff c < (eolfo)[v(N) - v(eo)] + [v(N) - v(fo)]

WNL

(4.5)

Proof
i) Follows directly from (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), since fo < eo < N.

ii) From (4.1) and (4.3):
WFE-

WNL

= eo[v(N)

-

v(eo)] +fo[v(N)

-

v(fo)] -foc,

which is positive iff (4.5) holds.

U

Proposition 2 implies that, if the costs of learning are not so high that no one
should learn, then the optimal policy involes all F speakers learning E and no E
speakerslearningF. The reasoningbehind this is quite simple. It is never optimal
for all individualsto become bilingual:once one group has become bilingual, then
everyone in the economy can communicatewith everyone else and there are no
furthergains from anyoneelse learning.The problemthen becomes: which language
group should become bilingual?Clearly, with a constant unit cost of learning, the
minimum numberof people should learn. Since it is assumed thatfo < eo, then
this implies that (if any learning should occur) all F speakers should learn E.
3 Katz and Shapiro(1986) use this criterionfor efficiency.
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FIGURE 1

2. Comparison of equilibrium and constrained-efficient allocations

Figure 1 illustratesranges of the cost of learning,c, for which the Nash equilibrium
outcomes and the efficient outcomes coincide. If costs are extremely high (range
iv), then the efficient and equilibriumoutcomes coincide: nobody learns (NL) a new
language. If costs are in ranges i, ii, or iii, then it is socially optimal that all F
speakers learn E. However, in range iii it is not privately optimal for anyone to
learn: in the equilibriumno one will learn. This divergence between the efficient
and equilibriumsolutions occurs because of the existence of networkexternalities:
when an individual makes the choice whether to learn or not, she does not take
into account the benefit that others get from being able to communicatewith one
additionalperson. In range ii the private and socially optimal outcomes coincide.
In range i there are two possible equilibria:the efficient one, and an inefficient one
where E speakerslearn F instead of F speakerslearning E.
3. Thefirst-best allocation
Consider now a policy maker who is able to dictate which individuals within a
language group should learn the other language. The policy maker choses e and
f to maximize total surplus, given the relevantconstraints.In an earlier, lengthier
version of this paper (1992) we explicitly analyse this problem. For brevity, we
simply summarizethe main results here.
At this point we impose that v" < 0, for the Kuhn-Tuckerconditions to be
necessaryand sufficientfor a unique optimum.The natureof the optimal allocation
also depends on the extent of the curvatureof v. Let
v"(x)

P-

v'(x) x

If p < 1, then it will never be optimal for an E speaker to learn F. The only
possible optima,underthese circumstances,are: no learning,some F speakerslearn
E, and all F speakers learn E. Figure 2 illustrates the ranges of c for which the
equilibriumand first-bestallocations coincide, when p < 1. When c is very large
(range v), then there is no learning of either language in the equilibriumor in the
optimal solution. If c is in range iv, then some F speakers should learn E, but
there is no learning of either language in the equilibrium.If c is in ranges i, ii, or
iii, then all F speakers should learn E. In range iii, however, no learning of either
language occurs in the equilibrium.In range ii the equilibriumsolution coincides
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2

with the optimal one. In range I, where c is small, there are two equilibria,only
one of which is optimal (as discussed above).
When p > 1, we cannot rule out the possibility that some E speakers should
learn F in the first-bestsolution. To understandwhy, consider the social marginal
benefit functions of E speakers' and F speakers' learning, respectively, evaluated
at the initial allocation:
MBE =

v(N)

MBF= v(N)

-

v(eo) +fov (fo)

-

v(fo) + eov'(eo).

The firsttwo terms in both expressionsrepresentthe privatereturnto learning.If
v' > 0, then eo > fo is sufficientfor the privatereturnto an F speaker'slearningto
be greaterthanthe privatereturnto an E speaker'slearning.It is the externalbenefit
termsfov'(fo) and eov'(eo) that allow for the possibility that MBE may exceed MBF.
If p < 1, then eov'(eo) > fov'(fo), which unambiguouslyimplies that MBF > MBE. If
p > 1, however, thenfov'(fo) may exceed eov'(eo). The externalbenefit terms have
two components,the marginalutility of an individual of the other language group
multipliedby the numberof individualscomprisingthat group. When eo > fo then
v'(fo) > v'(eo), since v" < 0. Hence, if v' decreases rapidly and eo is not much

greaterthanfo, it may be the case thatfov'(fo) > eov'(eo). Moreover,this external
effect may be large enough that, even though the private returnto having an F
speaker learn is greater than the private returnto having an E speaker learn, the
social returnto having an E speakerlearn is greater.Although it is never optimal
for all E speakers to learn F (given eo > fo), it may be optimal under these
circumstancesfor some E speakersto learn.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this model there are three possible Nash equilibria:no learning and complete
learningby either language group. Which of the equilibriaoccurs depends on the
cost of learning. If the policy maker can only affect this cost identically for every
person in a language group, then figure 1 illustrates the possible combinations
of equilibria and constrained-efficientallocations. Constrainedefficiency in this
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setting requiresthat, if any learning occurs at all, then only one of the language
groups should become bilingual (the smallest group). If the costs of learning are
extremely high, then there will be no learning in either the equilibrium or the
efficient cases. Because of the existence of network externalities, however, there
exists a range of costs for which one-sided learning is optimal but does not occur
in the equilibrium.Similarly,if costs are very low, then there are two possible Nash
equilibriainvolving one-sided learning. That is, the 'wrong' language group (the
largest group) may choose to learn. From a policy perspective, this suggests that
it is never optimal to subsidize the learning of the minority language. Also, there
exist ranges of values of the cost of learning for which subsidizationof majority
language acquisitionmay be called for. Finally, while there is no need for a policy
to subsidize majority language acquisition when second language acquisition is
relatively easy, there is a need for some sort of coordinatingpolicy that ensures
that the minoritylanguage group becomes bilingual.
If the policymaker can choose which particularindividuals within a language
group should learn, then more possibilities open up. If the curvatureof the utility
function is not very pronouced(p < 1) then figure 2 illustratesthe combinationsof
equilibriaand efficient allocations. As in the constrained-efficientcase, if the costs
of learningare very small, then the 'wrong' language group may learn. Also, there
are ranges of values of c for which no learning will occur in equilibriumwhen
some F speakersshould learn, owing to the networkexternalityeffect. Range iv in
figure 2 illustratesa possibility that is not open to the constrainedpolicy makers:
for some range of c, it is optimal to have some (but not all) F speakerslearn.
In general,in the constrained-efficientcase and in the first-bestcase when p < 1,
E speakers should never learn F. If anything, learning of the majority language
should be encouraged. In the first-best case, when p > 1, further possibilities
arise. The policy implicationsare less clear cut. Partiallearningon both sides may
be optimal. However, minority language learning in this setting can be justified
only if the curvatureof the utility function is very pronounced,making the network
externalityargumentfor learningmore importantthan the privatebenefit argument.
Our objective in this paper is to stimulatediscussion among economists about
the welfareeffects of languagepolicies, a topic that we feel deserves more attention
than it has received so far.4We think of this model as being the simplest possible
analytical frameworkin which this can be done, and as such it provides a useful
benchmark.Here, languages are interpretedonly as communicationtechnologies,
much like telephone networks.5The starkpolicy implications of this model reflect
some key assumptions.First, we assume that the languages are perfect substitutes.
This assumes away the issue discussed by Marschak(1965), where some languages
are more efficient media of communicationthan others. It also assumes away any
intrinsic value of a particularlanguage: no one cares if one language disappears,
and no one prefers communicatingin one language ratherthan the other. Sabourin
(1985) and Grin (1992) consider (quite different) models in which languages are
4 The issue, however, has not been ignored. See, for example, Vaillancourt(1978).
5 Thanks to Dan Usher for making this analogy at the CEA meetings.
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not perfect substitutes and individuals have preferences regardinglanguage use.
However, our assumptionthat languages are perfect substitutesserves to highlight
the importanceand necessity of these factorsin any argumentfor minoritylanguage
subsidies.
Another key assumptionis that the cost of learning is the same for both languages and for all individuals. Clearly, if the cost of learning one language is
smaller than the cost of learning the other, the above results would be modified
in a straightforwardfashion. Allowing for heterogeneitywithin language groups,
however, opens up more interestingpossibilities. Suppose, for example, that the
average cost of learning is the same for both languages, but within each language
group some individuals have a lower cost of learning than others. Under these
circumstances,Selten and Pool (1991) suggest that in equilibriumsome (but not
all) individuals within both language groups will learn a second language. Moreover, if the costs were distributedin a continuousfashion across individualswithin
a language group, it may be possible to attain the first-best allocation by using
universallyaccessible subsidies alone.6
This analysis could also be usefully extended to a setting in which there are
two different regions within an economy, with a moving cost and different initial
distributionsof E and F people within each region. Individualscould then choose
either to move or to learn, or both, or neither. This is clearly a problem that
Canadiansface.
APPENDIX

Proof of proposition I
We begin by ruling out strategy combinationswhere 0 < e < eo or 0 < f < fo.
Consider the case where 0 < f < fo. Since f > 0, then (3.2) holds with strict
inequality and any F speakers who remained unilingual could increase their payoff by learning E: 0 < f < fo is not a Nash equilibrium.Thus, in equilibrium,
eitherf = 0 or f = fo. A similar analysis holds for e.
We now rule out the strategy combination where both f = fo and e = eo. If
f = fo, then there is no benefit to an E speakerfrom learningF: the left-handside
of (3.1) will equal V(N) - V(N) = 0 < c. Hence, in this case, E speakerswould
be better off by not learning:(e- = eo, f = fo) cannot be a Nash equilibrium.
Now consider (i) in the proposition.Given that eo >fo, and v' > 0, so v(eo) >
v(fo), then v(N) - v(fo) will be no smaller than the left-hand side of either (3.1)
or (3.2). Since V(N) - V(fo) < c, then neither inequalities (3.1) or (3.2) can be
satisfied. No learning is the only possible Nash equilibriumin this case.
Now consider case (ii). Since v(N) - v(eo) < c, then (3.1) can never be satisfied
for any f. Hence, no E speakers will learn F: e = 0. Given that e = 0, then the
assumptionthat c < V(N) - v(fo) guaranteesthat (3.2) will be satisfied, so all F
speakerslearn E: f = fo.
6 Thanks to Peter Kennedy for making this last point in a seminar.
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Now consider case (iii). Iff = fo, then the left-handside of (3.1) equals V(N) V(N) = 0 < c, so no E speakerswill learn F: e = 0. If e = 0, then the left-hand
side of (3.2) becomes: V(N) - V(fo). Since this is greater than V(N) - V(eo),
then assuming that V(N) - V(eo) > c ensures that (3.2) will be satisfied, so all
F speakers will learn E: f - fo. Hence, (f = fo, e = 0) is a Nash equilibrium.
Also, if f = 0, then the left-hand side of (3.1) becomes V(N) - V(eo), which is
greaterthan c by assumptionin this case. Hence, (3.1) will be satisfied and all E
speakers will learn F: e = eo. If e = eo, then the left-hand side of (3.2) becomes
0O. Hence, (f = 0,
V(N) - V(N) - 0 < c, so no F speakers will learn E: f
U
e = eo) is also a Nash equilibrium.
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